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(54) Mobile terminal and control method thereof

(57) A mobile terminal including a terminal body; a
display unit configured to display a lock screen including
a plurality of regions in a lock mode in which an input of
a control command with respect to an application is lim-
ited; and a controller configured to, when a touch input
applied to a region among the plurality of regions of the

lock screen to release the lock mode is sensed, detect
information regarding a home screen corresponding to
the touched region, and display the home screen corre-
sponding to the touched region based on the detected
information regarding the home screen corresponding to
the touched region on the display unit
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a mobile termi-
nal and, more particularly, to a mobile terminal capable
of displaying screen information, and a control method
thereof.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] In general, terminals include different types
such as mobile terminals and stationary terminals. In ad-
dition, mobile terminals include different types such as
handheld terminals and vehicle mounted terminals.
[0003] As functions of mobile terminals become more
diversified, mobile terminals can support more compli-
cated functions such as capturing images or video, re-
producing music or video files, playing games, receiving
broadcast signals, and the like. By comprehensively and
collectively implementing such functions, mobile termi-
nals may be embodied in the form of a multimedia player
or device. Efforts are ongoing to support and increase
the functionality of mobile terminals. Such efforts include
software and hardware improvements, as well as chang-
es and improvements in structural components of mobile
terminals.
[0004] To prevent a user’s unintentional touch input,
mobile terminals may execute a lock mode in which a
user input is limited. Also, a pre-set lock screen may be
displayed in the lock mode. Mobile terminals may release
the lock mode on the basis of a touch input applied to
the lock screen, and display a home screen. However,
in mobile terminals in related art, only a pre-set single
home screen is displayed. Also, in the mobile terminals
in related art, a home screen optimized for a user situation
among a plurality of pre-set home screens is not dis-
played.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] An aspect of the present invention provides a
mobile terminal capable of enhancing user convenience
in releasing a lock mode and displaying a home screen,
and a control method thereof.
[0006] To achieve these and other advantages and in
accordance with the purpose of the present invention, as
embodied and broadly described herein, the present in-
vention provides an embodiment of a mobile terminal,
the mobile terminal including, for example, a terminal
body; a display unit configured to display a lock screen
including a plurality of regions in a lock mode in which
an input of a control command with respect to an appli-
cation is limited; and a controller configured to, when a
touch input applied to any one of the plurality of regions
of the lock screen in order to release the lock mode is

sensed, detect information regarding a home screen cor-
responding to the touched region and display a home
screen on the basis of the detected information regarding
a home screen on the display unit.
[0007] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
mobile terminal includes when a touch input applied to
any one of the plurality of regions of the lock screen is
sensed, the controller being further configured to display
information related to the touched region on the display
unit for a pre-set period of time, and when the pre-set
period of time has passed, release the lock mode and
display a home screen on the basis of the detected in-
formation regarding the home screen.
[0008] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
mobile terminal includes the information related to the
touched region including detailed information related to
the information which has been displayed in the touched
region in the lock screen.
[0009] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
mobile terminal includes when a touch input applied to
any one of the plurality of regions of the lock screen is
sensed, the controller being further configured to detect
information regarding a setting of the body corresponding
to the touched region and change the setting of the body
on the basis of the detected setting information.
[0010] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
mobile terminal includes the controller being further con-
figured to set at least one of a password and a touch
pattern to be received for releasing the lock mode differ-
ently in each of the plurality of regions.
[0011] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
mobile terminal includes a user input unit configured to
receive a control command for releasing a sleep mode.
When the control command for releasing the sleep mode
is received through the user input unit, the display unit
may display the lock screen including the plurality of re-
gions, and the controller may detect information regard-
ing the home screen which has been displayed before
entering the sleep mode, and display a region corre-
sponding to the detected information regarding the home
screen among the plurality of regions in a highlighted
manner.
[0012] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
mobile terminal includes when an event occurs, the dis-
play unit being further configured to display notification
information regarding the generated event on the lock
screen, and the controller being further configured to de-
termine in which region among the plurality of regions of
the lock screen the notification information regarding the
generated event is to be displayed, on the basis of infor-
mation regarding an attribute of the generated event.
[0013] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
mobile terminal includes when a touch input applied to
the notification information regarding the generated
event is sensed, the controller being further configured
to detect information regarding an attribute of the sensed
touch input, and selectively execute any one of a function
of displaying detailed information regarding the generat-
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ed event and a function of executing a module related to
the generated event, on the basis of the detected attribute
information.
[0014] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
mobile terminal includes the display unit may display
schedule information in any one of the plurality of regions,
and the controller being further configured to change a
size of the region in which the schedule information is
displayed, on the basis of time information included in
the schedule information and current time information.
[0015] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
mobile terminal includes a sensing unit configured to
sense a tilt of the body, the controller being further con-
figured to change a proportion of each of the plurality of
regions in the lock screen on the basis of the tilt of the
body.
[0016] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
mobile terminal includes while changing the proportion
of each of the plurality of regions, the controller being
further configured to change an amount of information
displayed in each of the plurality of regions.
[0017] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
mobile terminal includes when the tilt of the body corre-
sponds to a pre-set tilt, the display unit being further con-
figured to display only any one of the plurality of regions,
and when a touch input applied to the any one region is
sensed to release the lock mode, the controller may de-
tect information regarding a home screen corresponding
to the any one region, and display a home screen on the
basis of the detected information regarding the home
screen.
[0018] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
display unit may display at least one widget on the lock
screen, and when at least one of the at least one widget
displayed on the lock screen is selected, the controller
may display detailed information related to the selected
widget on the lock screen.
[0019] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
display unit may display a bar dividing the plurality of
regions in the lock screen, and the controller may set a
timer function on the basis of a touch input applied to the
bar.
[0020] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
mobile terminal may further include a wireless commu-
nication unit configured to collect at least one of informa-
tion regarding a position of the body and time information,
the controller being further configured to change infor-
mation displayed in the plurality of regions of the lock
screen on the basis of at least one of the position infor-
mation and time information.
[0021] To achieve these and other advantages and in
accordance with the purpose of the present invention, as
embodied and broadly described herein, the present in-
vention provides an embodiment of a method for control-
ling a mobile terminal, the method including displaying a
lock screen including a plurality of regions in a lock mode
in which an input of a control command with respect to
an application is limited; sensing a touch input applied to

any one of the plurality of regions of the lock screen to
release the lock mode; detecting information regarding
a home screen corresponding to the touched region; and
displaying a home screen on the basis of the detected
information regarding a home screen on the display unit.
[0022] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
displaying of a home screen on the basis of the detected
information regarding a home screen on the display unit
may include when a touch input applied to any one of the
plurality of regions of the lock screen is sensed, display-
ing information related to the touched region on the dis-
play unit for a pre-set period of time; and when the pre-
set period of time has passed, releasing the lock mode
and displaying a home screen on the basis of the detect-
ed information regarding a home screen on the display
unit.
[0023] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
method may further include sensing a tilt of a terminal
body; and changing a proportion of each of the plurality
of regions in the lock screen, on the basis of the tilt of the
body.
[0024] The scope of applicability of the present inven-
tion will become apparent from the detailed description
given hereinafter. However, it should be understood that
the detailed description and specific examples, while in-
dicating preferred embodiments of the invention, are giv-
en by illustration only, since various changes and modi-
fications within the spirit and scope of the invention will
become apparent to those skilled in the art.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025] The present invention will become more fully
understood from the detailed description given herein-
below and the accompanying drawings, which are given
by illustration only, and thus are not intended to limit the
scope of the present invention.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a mobile terminal ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIGS. 2A and 2B are conceptual views of commu-
nication systems in which the mobile terminal ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention
is operable.

FIG. 3A is a front perspective view of the mobile ter-
minal according to an embodiment of the present
invention.

FIG. 3B is a rear perspective view of the mobile ter-
minal illustrated in FIG. 3A.

FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating a process of a control
method of the mobile terminal according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention.

FIGS. 5 through 7 are display screens illustrating
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other embodiments of the present invention includ-
ing home screens displayed on the basis of a touch
input applied to a lock screen.

FIG. 8 is a display screen illustrating another em-
bodiment of the present invention in which a setting
of a body is changed on the basis of a touch input
applied to a lock screen on the mobile terminal.

FIGS. 9 and 10 are display screens illustrating other
embodiments of the present invention in which a
touch pattern input to release a lock mode is set dif-
ferently in each of a plurality of regions of a lock
screen.

FIG. 11 is a display screen illustrating another em-
bodiment of the present invention in which a lock
screen is displayed after a sleep mode is released.

FIGS. 12 and 13 are display screens illustrating other
embodiments of the present invention in which the
body is controlled differently on the basis of a touch
input with respect to notification information regard-
ing a generated event.

FIG. 14 is a display screen illustrating another em-
bodiment of the present invention in which a size of
a region in which schedule information is displayed
is changed on the lock screen on the basis of infor-
mation regarding a current time.

FIGS. 15 through 17 are display screens illustrating
other embodiments of the present invention in which
a proportion of each of a plurality of regions of the
lock screen is changed on the basis of a tilt of the
body.

FIG. 18 is a display screen illustrating another em-
bodiment of the present invention in which a time
function is set by using a bar dividing a plurality of
regions on the lock screen.

FIG. 19 is a display screen illustrating another em-
bodiment of the present invention in which an object
displayed on the lock screen is changed on the basis
of information regarding a current time.

FIG. 20 is a display screen illustrating another em-
bodiment of the present invention in which bright-
ness of at least a partial region of the lock screen is
adjusted on the basis of a touch input applied to the
lock screen.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0026] The embodiments of the present invention will
now be described with reference to the accompanying
drawings, in which like numbers refer to like elements

throughout although the embodiments are different, and
a description of the like elements according to a first em-
bodiment will be used for those of different embodiments.
In the following description, usage of suffixes such as
’module’, ’part’ or ’unit’ used for referring to elements is
given merely to facilitate explanation of the present in-
vention, without having any significant meaning by itself.
In describing the present invention, if a detailed expla-
nation for a related known function or construction is con-
sidered to unnecessarily divert the gist of the present
invention, such explanation has been omitted but would
be understood by those skilled in the art. The accompa-
nying drawings of the present invention aim to facilitate
understanding of the present invention and it should be
understood that the present invention is not limited by
the accompanying drawings.
[0027] Mobile terminals described herein may include,
for example, mobile phones, smart phones, notebook
computers, tablet computers, digital broadcast receivers,
PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants), PMPs (Portable Mul-
timedia Player), navigation devices, slate PCs, tablet
PCs, ultra-books, and the like. However, it may be easily
understood by a person skilled in the art that the config-
uration according to embodiments of the present inven-
tion can be also applicable to fixed types of terminals
such as digital TVs, desk top computers, and the like.
[0028] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a mobile terminal
according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0029] As illustrated in FIG. 1, the mobile terminal 100
may include a wireless communication unit 110, an A/V
(Audio/Video) input unit 120, a user input unit 130, a sens-
ing unit 140, an output unit 150, a memory 160, an inter-
face unit 170, a controller 180, and a power supply unit
190. Although FIG. 1 shows the mobile terminal as having
various components, it should be understood that imple-
menting all of the illustrated components in the mobile
terminal is not a requirement. Greater or fewer compo-
nents may alternatively be implemented.
[0030] The elements of the mobile terminal will be de-
scribed in detail as follows.
[0031] The wireless communication unit 110 typically
includes one or more modules allowing radio communi-
cation between the mobile terminal 100 and a wireless
communication system or a network in which the mobile
terminal is located. For example, the wireless communi-
cation unit may include at least one of a broadcast re-
ceiving module 111, a mobile communication module
112, a wireless Internet module 113, a short-range com-
munication module 114, and a location information mod-
ule 115.
[0032] The broadcast receiving module 111 receives
broadcast signals and/or broadcast associated informa-
tion from an external broadcast management server (or
other network entity) via a broadcast channel.
[0033] The broadcast channel may include a satellite
channel and/or a terrestrial channel. The broadcast man-
agement server may be a server that generates and
transmits a broadcast signal and/or broadcast associat-
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ed information or a server that receives a previously gen-
erated broadcast signal and/or broadcast associated in-
formation and transmits the same to a terminal.
[0034] The broadcast signal may include a TV broad-
cast signal, a radio broadcast signal, a data broadcast
signal, and the like. Also, the broadcast signal may further
include a broadcast signal combined with a TV or radio
broadcast signal.
[0035] The broadcast associated information may re-
fer to information associated with a broadcast channel,
a broadcast program or a broadcast service provider.
The broadcast associated information may also be pro-
vided via a mobile communication network and, in this
case, the broadcast associated information may be re-
ceived by the mobile communication module 112. The
broadcast associated information may exist in various
forms. For example, it may exist in the form of an elec-
tronic program guide (EPG) of digital multimedia broad-
casting (DMB), electronic service guide (ESG) of digital
video broadcast-handheld (DVB-H), and the like.
[0036] The broadcast receiving module 111 may be
configured to receive signals broadcast by using various
types of broadcast systems. In particular, the broadcast
receiving module 111 may receive a digital broadcast by
using a digital broadcast system such as multimedia
broadcasting-terrestrial (DMB-T), digital multimedia
broadcasting-satellite (DMB-S), digital video broadcast-
handheld (DVB-H), the data broadcasting system known
as media forward link only (MediaFLO®), integrated serv-
ices digital broadcast-terrestrial (ISDB-T), etc. The
broadcast receiving module 111 may be configured to
be suitable for every broadcast system that provides a
broadcast signal as well as the above-mentioned digital
broadcast systems.
[0037] Broadcast signals and/or broadcast-associated
information received via the broadcast receiving module
111 may be stored in the memory 160.
[0038] The mobile communication module 112 trans-
mits and/or receives radio signals to and/or from at least
one of a base station, an external terminal and a server.
Such radio signals may include a voice call signal, a video
call signal or various types of data according to text and/or
multimedia message transmission and/or reception.
[0039] The wireless Internet module 113 supports
wireless Internet access for the mobile terminal. This
module may be internally or externally coupled to the
terminal. The wireless Internet access technique imple-
mented may include a WLAN (Wireless LAN) (Wi-Fi),
Wibro (Wireless broadband), Wimax (World Interopera-
bility for Microwave Access), HSDPA (High Speed Down-
link Packet Access), or the like.
[0040] The short-range communication module 114 is
a module for supporting short range communications.
Some examples of short-range communication technol-
ogy include Bluetooth™, Radio Frequency IDentification
(RFID), Infrared Data Association (IrDA), Ultra-Wide-
Band (UWB), ZigBee™, and the like.
[0041] The location information module 115 is a mod-

ule for checking or acquiring a location (or position) of
the mobile terminal. A typical example of the location
information module is a GPS (Global Positioning System)
or a Wi-Fi (Wireless Fidelity) module.
[0042] With reference to FIG. 1, the A/V input unit 120
is configured to receive an audio or video signal. The A/V
input unit 120 may include a camera 121 and a micro-
phone 122. The camera 121 processes image data of
still pictures or video obtained by an image capture device
in a video capturing mode or an image capturing mode.
The processed image frames may be displayed on a dis-
play unit 151.
[0043] The image frames processed by the camera
121 may be stored in the memory 160 (or other storage
medium) or transmitted via the wireless communication
unit 110. Two or more cameras 121 may be provided
according to the configuration of the mobile terminal.
[0044] The microphone 122 may receive sounds (au-
dible data) via a microphone in a phone call mode, a
recording mode, a voice recognition mode, and the like,
and can process such sounds into audio data. The proc-
essed audio (voice) data may be converted for output
into a format transmittable to a mobile communication
base station via the mobile communication module 112
in case of the phone call mode. The microphone 122 may
implement various types of noise canceling (or suppres-
sion) algorithms to cancel (or suppress) noise or inter-
ference generated in the course of receiving and trans-
mitting audio signals.
[0045] The user input unit 130 may generate input data
from commands entered by a user to control various op-
erations of the mobile terminal. The user input unit 130
may include a keypad, a dome switch, a touch pad, a jog
wheel, a jog switch, and the like.
[0046] The sensing unit 140 detects a current status
(or state) of the mobile terminal 100 such as an opened
or closed state of the mobile terminal 100, a location of
the mobile terminal 100, the presence or absence of user
contact with the mobile terminal 100 (i.e., touch inputs),
the orientation of the mobile terminal 100, an acceleration
or deceleration movement and direction of the mobile
terminal 100, etc., and generates commands or signals
for controlling the operation of the mobile terminal 100.
For example, when the mobile terminal 100 is implement-
ed as a slide type mobile phone, the sensing unit 140
may sense whether the slide phone is opened or closed.
In addition, the sensing unit 140 can detect whether or
not the power supply unit 190 supplies power or whether
or not the interface unit 170 is coupled with an external
device.
[0047] The output unit 150 is configured to provide out-
puts in a visual, audible, and/or tactile manner (e.g., audio
signal, video signal, alarm signal, vibration signal, etc.).
The output unit 150 may include the display unit 151, an
audio output module 153, an alarm unit 154, a haptic
module 155, and the like.
[0048] The display unit 151 displays (outputs) informa-
tion processed in the mobile terminal 100. For example,
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when the mobile terminal 100 is in a phone call mode,
the display unit 151 may display a User Interface (UI) or
a Graphic User Interface (GUI) associated with a call or
other communication (such as text messaging, multime-
dia file downloading, etc.). When the mobile terminal 100
is in a video call mode or image capturing mode, the
display unit 151 may display a captured image and/or
received image, a UI or GUI that shows videos or images
and functions related thereto, and the like.
[0049] The display unit 151 may include at least one
of a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD), a Thin Film Transistor-
LCD (TFT-LCD), an Organic Light Emitting Diode
(OLED) display, a flexible display, a three-dimensional
(3D) display, and an e-ink display.
[0050] In addition, the display unit 151 is configured to
be transparent or light-transmissive to allow viewing of
the exterior, which may be called transparent displays.
A typical transparent display may be, for example, a TO-
LED (Transparent Organic Light Emitting Diode) display,
or the like. Through such configuration, the user can view
an object positioned at the rear side of the terminal body
through the region occupied by the display unit 151 of
the terminal body.
[0051] The mobile terminal 100 may include two or
more display units according to its particular desired em-
bodiment. For example, a plurality of display units may
be separately or integrally disposed on one surface of
the mobile terminal, or may be separately disposed on
mutually different surfaces.
[0052] Also, the display unit 151 may be configured as
a stereoscopic display unit 152 displaying a stereoscopic
image. The stereoscopic image is a three-dimensional
(3D) stereoscopic image, and the 3D stereoscopic image
is an image making a viewer feel that a gradual depth
and reality of an object on a monitor or a screen is the
same as a reality space. A 3D stereoscopic image is im-
plemented by using binocular disparity. Binocular dispar-
ity refers to disparity made by positions of two eyes. When
two eyes view different 2D images, the images are trans-
ferred to the brain through the retina and combined in
the brain to provide the perception of depth and reality
sense.
[0053] The stereoscopic display unit 152 may employ
a stereoscopic display scheme such as stereoscopic
scheme (a glass scheme), an auto-stereoscopic scheme
(glassless scheme), a projection scheme (holographic
scheme), or the like. Stereoscopic schemes commonly
used for home television receivers, or the like, include
Wheatstone stereoscopic scheme, or the like.
[0054] The auto-stereoscopic scheme includes, for ex-
ample, a parallax barrier scheme, a lenticular scheme,
an integral imaging scheme, or the like. The projection
scheme includes a reflective holographic scheme, a
transmissive holographic scheme, or the like.
[0055] In general, a 3D stereoscopic image is com-
prised of a left image (a left eye image) and a right image
(a right eye image). According to how left and right im-
ages are combined into a 3D stereoscopic image, the 3D

stereoscopic imaging method is divided into a top-down
method in which left and right images are disposed up
and down in a frame, an L-to-R (left-to-right, side by side)
method in which left and right images are disposed left
and right in a frame, a checker board method in which
fragments of left and right images are disposed in a tile
form, an interlaced method in which left and right images
are alternately disposed by columns and rows, and a time
sequential (or frame by frame) method in which left and
right images are alternately displayed by time.
[0056] Also, as for a 3D thumbnail image, a left image
thumbnail and a right image thumbnail are generated
from a left image and a right image of the original image
frame, respectively, and then combined to generate a
single 3D thumbnail image. In general, thumbnail refers
to a reduced image or a reduced still image. The thusly
the generated left image thumbnail and the generated
right image thumbnail are displayed with a horizontal dis-
tance difference therebetween by a depth corresponding
to the disparity between the left image and the right image
on the screen, providing a stereoscopic space sense.
[0057] A left image and a right image required for im-
plementing a 3D stereoscopic image is displayed on the
stereoscopic display unit 152 by a stereoscopic process-
ing unit 152a. The stereoscopic processing unit may re-
ceive the 3D image and extract the left image and the
right image, or may receive the 2D image and change it
into a left image and a right image.
[0058] Meanwhile, when the display unit 151 and a
sensor (referred to as a’touch sensor’, hereinafter) for
detecting a touch operation are overlaid in a layered man-
ner to form a touch screen, the display unit 151 may func-
tion as both an input device and an output device. The
touch sensor may have a form of a touch film, a touch
sheet, a touch pad, and the like.
[0059] The touch sensor may be configured to convert
pressure applied to a particular portion of the display unit
151 or a change in the capacitance or the like generated
at a particular portion of the display unit 151 into an elec-
trical input signal. The touch sensor may be configured
to detect the pressure when a touch is applied, as well
as the touched position and area.
[0060] When there is a touch input with respect to the
touch sensor, a corresponding signal (signals) are trans-
mitted to a touch controller. The touch controller proc-
esses the signals and transmits corresponding data to
the controller 180. Accordingly, the controller 180 may
recognize which portion of the display unit 151 has been
touched.
[0061] With reference to FIG. 1, a proximity sensor 141
may be disposed within or near the touch screen. The
proximity sensor 141 is a sensor for detecting the pres-
ence or absence of an object relative to a certain detec-
tion surface or an object that exists nearby by using the
force of electromagnetism or infrared rays without a phys-
ical contact. Thus, the proximity sensor 141 has a con-
siderably longer life span compared with a contact type
sensor, and it can be utilized for various purposes.
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[0062] Examples of the proximity sensor 141 may in-
clude a transmission type photoelectric sensor, a direct
reflection type photoelectric sensor, a mirror-reflection
type photoelectric sensor, an RF oscillation type proxim-
ity sensor, a capacitance type proximity sensor, a mag-
netic proximity sensor, an infrared proximity sensor, and
the like. In a case where the touch screen is the capac-
itance type proximity sensor, a proximity of the pointer is
detected by a change in an electric field according to the
proximity of the pointer. In this case, the touch screen
(touch sensor) may be classified as a proximity sensor.
[0063] In the following description, for the sake of brev-
ity, recognition of the pointer positioned to be close to
the touch screen will be called a ’proximity touch’, while
recognition of actual contacting of the pointer on the touch
screen will be called a ’contact touch’. In this case, when
the pointer is in the state of the proximity touch, it means
that the pointer is positioned to correspond vertically to
the touch screen.
[0064] By employing the proximity sensor 141, a prox-
imity touch and a proximity touch pattern (e.g., a proximity
touch distance, a proximity touch speed, a proximity
touch time, a proximity touch position, a proximity touch
movement state, or the like) can be detected, and infor-
mation corresponding to the detected proximity touch op-
eration and the proximity touch pattern can be output to
the touch screen.
[0065] When a touch sensor is overlaid on the stereo-
scopic display unit 152 in a layered manner, or when the
stereoscopic display unit and a 3D sensor sensing a
touch operation are combined, the stereoscopic display
unit 152 may also be used as a 3D input device.
[0066] As examples of the 3D sensor, the sensing unit
140 may include a proximity sensor 141, a stereoscopic
touch sensing unit 142, an ultrasonic sensing unit 143,
and a camera sensing unit 144. The proximity sensor
141 detects the distance between a sensing object (e.g.,
the user’s finger or a stylus) applying a touch by using
the force of electromagnetism or infrared rays without a
mechanical contact and a detect surface. By using the
distance, the terminal recognizes which portion of a ster-
eoscopic image has been touched. In particular, when
the touch screen is an electrostatic touch screen, the
degree of proximity of the sensing object is detected
based on a change of an electric field according to prox-
imity of the sensing object, and a touch to the 3D image
is recognized by using the degree of proximity.
[0067] The stereoscopic touch sensing unit 142 is con-
figured to detect the strength or duration of a touch ap-
plied to the touch screen. For example, the stereoscopic
touch sensing unit 142 senses pressure applied by the
touch, and if the applied pressure is strong, the stereo-
scopic touch sensing unit 142 recognizes the touch as a
touch with respect to an object positioned to be farther
from the touch screen toward the interior of the terminal.
[0068] The ultrasonic sensing unit 143 is configured to
recognize position information of the sensing object by
using ultrasonic waves. The ultrasonic sensing unit 143

may include, for example, an optical sensor and a plu-
rality of ultrasonic sensors. The optical sensor is config-
ured to sense light, and the ultrasonic sensors may be
configured to sense ultrasonic waves. Since light travels
much faster than ultrasonic waves, light reaches the op-
tical sensor much earlier than ultrasonic waves reaching
the ultrasonic sensors. Thus, based on light as a refer-
ence signal, a position of a wave generation source may
be calculated by using a time difference between a time
at which light reaches the optical sensor and a time at
which ultrasonic waves reach the ultrasonic sensors.
[0069] The camera sensing unit 144 includes at least
one of a camera, a photo sensor, and a laser sensor. For
example, the camera and the laser sensor may be com-
bined to detect a touch of the sensing object with respect
to a 3D stereoscopic image. When distance information
detected by a laser sensor is added to a 2D image cap-
tured by the camera, 3D information can be obtained.
[0070] In another example, a photo sensor may be lam-
inated on the display device. The photo sensor is config-
ured to scan a movement of the sensing object in prox-
imity to the touch screen. In detail, the photo sensor in-
cludes photo diodes and transistors at rows and columns
to scan content mounted on the photo sensor by using
an electrical signal changing according to the quantity of
applied light. Namely, the photo sensor calculates the
coordinates of the sensing object according to variation
of light to thus obtains position information of the sensing
object.
[0071] The audio output module 153 converts and out-
puts sound audio data received from the wireless com-
munication unit 110 or stored in the memory 160 in a call
signal reception mode, a call mode, a record mode, a
voice recognition mode, a broadcast reception mode,
and the like. Also, the audio output module 153 may pro-
vide audible outputs related to a particular function per-
formed by the mobile terminal 100 (e.g., a call signal re-
ception sound, a message reception sound, etc.). The
audio output module 153 may include a speaker, a buzz-
er, or other sound generating device.
[0072] The alarm unit 154 outputs a signal for informing
about an occurrence of an event of the mobile terminal
100. Events generated in the mobile terminal may include
call signal reception, message reception, key signal in-
puts, a touch input etc. In addition to video or audio sig-
nals, the alarm unit 154 may output signals in a different
manner, for example, to inform about an occurrence of
an event. The video or audio signals may also be also
output via the audio output module 153, so the display
unit 151 and the audio output module 153 may be clas-
sified as parts of the alarm unit 154.
[0073] A haptic module 155 generates various tactile
effects the user may feel. A typical example of the tactile
effects generated by the haptic module 155 is vibration.
The strength and pattern of the haptic module 155 can
be controlled. For example, different vibrations may be
combined to be output or sequentially output.
[0074] Besides vibration, the haptic module 155 may
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generate various other tactile effects such as an effect
by stimulation such as a pin arrangement vertically mov-
ing with respect to a contact skin, a spray force or suction
force of air through a jet orifice or a suction opening, a
contact on the skin, a contact via an electrode, electro-
static force, etc., and an effect by reproducing the sense
of cold and warmth using an element that can absorb or
generate heat.
[0075] The haptic module 155 may be implemented to
allow the user to feel a tactile effect through a muscle
sensation such as fingers or an arm of the user, and
transfer the tactile effect through a direct contact. Two or
more haptic modules 155 may be provided according to
the configuration of the mobile terminal 100.
[0076] The memory 160 stores software programs
used for the processing and controlling operations per-
formed by the controller 180, or may temporarily store
data (e.g., a phonebook, messages, still images, video,
etc.) being input or output. In addition, the memory 160
may store data regarding various patterns of vibrations
and audio signals output when a touch is input to the
touch screen.
[0077] The memory 160 may include at least one type
of storage medium including a Flash memory, a hard
disk, a multimedia card micro type, a card-type memory
(e.g., SD or DX memory, etc.), a Random Access Mem-
ory (RAM), a Static Random Access Memory (SRAM), a
Read-Only Memory (ROM), an Electrically Erasable Pro-
grammable Read-Only Memory (EEPROM), a Program-
mable Read-Only memory (PROM), a magnetic memory,
a magnetic disk, and an optical disk. Also, the mobile
terminal 100 may be operated in relation to a web storage
device that performs the storage function of the memory
160 over the Internet.
[0078] The interface unit 170 serves as an interface
with any or all external devices connected with the mobile
terminal 100. For example, the external devices may
transmit data to another external device, receive and
transmit power to each element of the mobile terminal
100, or transmit internal data of the mobile terminal 100
to an external device. For example, the interface unit 170
may include wired or wireless headset ports, external
power supply ports, wired or wireless data ports, memory
card ports, ports for connecting a device having an iden-
tification module, audio input/output (I/O) ports, video I/O
ports, earphone ports, or the like.
[0079] The identification module may be a chip that
stores various information for authenticating the authority
of using the mobile terminal 100 and may include a user
identity module (UIM), a subscriber identity module (SIM)
a universal subscriber identity module (USIM), and the
like. In addition, the device having the identification mod-
ule ( hereinafter identifying device) may take the form of
a smart card. Accordingly, the identifying device may be
connected with the terminal 100 via a port.
[0080] When the mobile terminal 100 is connected with
an external cradle, the interface unit 170 may serve as
a passage to allow power from the cradle to be supplied

therethrough to the mobile terminal 100 or may serve as
a passage to allow various command signals input by
the user from the cradle to be transferred to the mobile
terminal therethrough. Various command signals or pow-
er input from the cradle may operate as signals for rec-
ognizing that the mobile terminal is properly mounted on
the cradle.
[0081] The controller 180 typically controls the general
operations of the mobile terminal. For example, the con-
troller 180 performs controlling and processing associat-
ed with voice calls, data communications, video calls,
and the like. The controller 180 may include a multimedia
module 181 for reproducing multimedia data. The multi-
media module 181 may be positioned within the controller
180 or may be configured to be separated from the con-
troller 180.
[0082] The controller 180 may perform a pattern rec-
ognition processing to recognize a handwriting input or
a picture drawing input performed on the touch screen
as characters or images, respectively. Also, when a state
of the mobile terminal satisfies pre-set conditions, the
controller 180 may execute a locked state for limiting an
input of a control command of the user. Also, in the locked
state, the controller 180 may control a locked screen dis-
played in the locked state on the basis of a touch input
sensed through the display unit 151. The power supply
unit 190 receives external power or internal power and
supplies appropriate power required for operating re-
spective elements and components under the control of
the controller 180.
[0083] Various embodiments described herein may be
implemented in a computer-readable or its similar medi-
um using, for example, software, hardware, or any com-
bination thereof.
[0084] For a hardware implementation, the embodi-
ments described herein may be implemented by using
at least one of application specific integrated circuits
(ASICs), digital signal processors (DSPs), digital signal
processing devices (DSPDs), programmable logic devic-
es (PLDs), field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs),
processors, controllers, micro-controllers, microproces-
sors, electronic units designed to perform the functions
described herein. In some cases, such embodiments
may be implemented by the controller 180 itself.
[0085] For a software implementation, the embodi-
ments such as procedures or functions described herein
may be implemented by separate software modules.
Each software module may perform one or more func-
tions or operations described herein. Software codes can
be implemented by a software application written in any
suitable programming language. The software codes
may be stored in the memory 160 and executed by the
controller 180.
[0086] Hereinafter, a communication system imple-
mentable through the mobile terminal 100 according to
an embodiment of the present invention will be described.
In particular, FIGS. 2A and 2B are conceptual views of
communication systems in which the mobile terminal 100
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according to another embodiment of the present inven-
tion is operable.
[0087] First, referring to FIG. 2A, a communication sys-
tem may use different air interfaces and/or physical lay-
ers. For example, air interfaces utilized by the commu-
nication systems include frequency division multiple ac-
cess (FDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA),
code division multiple access (CDMA), and universal mo-
bile telecommunications system (UMTS) (e.g., long term
evolution (LTE)), global system for mobile communica-
tions (GSM), and the like). As a non-limiting example,
the description hereafter relates to a CDMA communica-
tion system, but such teachings apply equally to other
types of systems.
[0088] Hereinafter, for the description purpose, CDMA
will be described, but, obviously, the present invention is
applicable to any communication system including a CD-
MA wireless communication system.
[0089] Referring to FIG. 2, a CDMA wireless commu-
nication system may include a plurality of mobile termi-
nals 100, a plurality of base stations (BSs) 270, base
station controllers (BSCs) 275, and a mobile switching
center (MSC) 280. The MSC 280 is configured to inter-
face with a public switch telephone network (PSTN) 290.
The MSC 280 is also configured to interface with the
BSCs 275, which may be coupled to the base stations
270 via backhaul lines. The backhaul lines may be con-
figured in accordance with any of several known inter-
faces including, for example, E1/T1, ATM, IP, PPP,
Frame Relay, HDSL, ADSL, or xDSL. It is to be under-
stood that the system as shown in FIG. 2 may include a
plurality of BSCs 275.
[0090] Each BS 270 may serve one or more sectors
(or regions), each sector covered by an omni-directional
antenna or an antenna pointed in a particular direction
radially away from the BS 270. Alternatively, each sector
may be covered by two or more antennas for diversity
reception. Each BS 270 may be configured to support a
plurality of frequency assignments, and each frequency
assignment has a particular spectrum (e.g., 1.25 MHz, 5
MHz, etc.).
[0091] The intersection of a sector and frequency as-
signment may be referred to as a CDMA channel. The
BS 270 may also be referred to as base station trans-
ceiver subsystems (BTSs) or other equivalent terms. In
such case, the term "base station" may be used to col-
lectively refer to a single BSC 275 and at least one BS
270. The base station may also be referred to as a "cell
site". Alternatively, individual sectors of a particular BS
270 may be referred to as a plurality of cell sites.
[0092] As shown in FIG. 2A, a broadcasting transmitter
(BT) 295 transmits a broadcast signal to the mobile ter-
minals 100 operating within the system. The broadcast
receiving module 111 as shown in FIG. 1 is provided at
the terminal 100 to receive broadcast signals transmitted
by the BT 295.
[0093] Also, in FIG. 2A, several global positioning sys-
tems (GPS) satellites 300 are shown. The satellites 300

help locate at least one of a plurality of terminals 100. In
FIG. 2, several satellites 300 are depicted, but it is un-
derstood that useful positioning information may be ob-
tained with any number of satellites. The GPS module
115 as shown in FIG. 1 is typically configured to cooper-
ate with the satellites 300 to obtain desired positioning
information. Instead of or in addition to GPS tracking tech-
niques, other technologies that may track the location of
the mobile terminals may be used. In addition, at least
one of the GPS satellites 300 may selectively or addi-
tionally handle satellite DMB transmissions.
[0094] As one typical operation of the wireless com-
munication system, the BSs 270 receive reverse-link sig-
nals from various mobile terminals 100. The mobile ter-
minals 100 typically engage in calls, messaging, and oth-
er types of communications. Each reverse-link signal re-
ceived by a particular base station 270 is processed with-
in the particular BS 270. The resulting data is forwarded
to an associated BSC 275. The BSC 275 provides call
resource allocation and mobility management function-
ality including the coordination of soft handoff procedures
between BSs 270. The BSCs 275 also route the received
data to the MSC 280, which provides additional routing
services for interfacing with the PSTN 290. Similarly, the
PSTN 290 interfaces with the MSC 280, the MSC inter-
faces with the BSCs 275, and the BSCs 275 in turn control
the BSs 270 to transmit forward-link signals to the mobile
terminals 100.
[0095] Next, a method of acquiring the location infor-
mation of a mobile terminal using a Wi-Fi (Wireless Fi-
delity) positioning system (WPS) will be described with
reference to FIG. 2B.
[0096] The Wi-Fi positioning system (WPS) 300 refers
to a location determination technology based on a wire-
less local area network (WLAN) using Wi-Fi as a tech-
nology for tracking the location of the mobile terminal 100
using a Wi-Fi module provided in the mobile terminal 100
and a wireless access point 320 for transmitting and re-
ceiving to and from the Wi-Fi module.
[0097] The Wi-Fi positioning system 300 may include
a Wi-Fi location determination server 310, a mobile ter-
minal 100, a wireless access point (AP) 320 connected
to the mobile terminal 100, and a database 330 stored
with any wireless AP information. The Wi-Fi location de-
termination server 310 extracts the information of the
wireless AP 320 connected to the mobile terminal 100
based on a location information request message (or sig-
nal) of the mobile terminal 100. The information of the
wireless AP 320 may be transmitted to the Wi-Fi location
determination server 310 through the mobile terminal 100
or transmitted to the Wi-Fi location determination server
310 from the wireless AP 320. The information of the
wireless AP extracted based on the location information
request message of the mobile terminal 100 may be at
least one of a MAC address, an SSID, an RSSI, channel
information, privacy, network type, signal strength and
noise strength.
[0098] The Wi-Fi location determination server 310 re-
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ceives the information of the wireless AP 320 connected
to the mobile terminal 100 as described above, and com-
pares the received wireless AP 320 information with in-
formation contained in the preestablished database 330
to extract (or analyze) the location information of the mo-
bile terminal 100.
[0099] On the other hand, referring to FIG. 2B, as an
example, the wireless AP connected to the mobile termi-
nal 100 is illustrated as a first, a second, and a third wire-
less AP 320. However, the number of wireless APs con-
nected to the mobile terminal 100 may be changed in
various ways according to a wireless communication en-
vironment in which the mobile terminal 100 is located.
When the mobile terminal 100 is connected to at least
one of wireless APs, the Wi-Fi positioning system 300
can track the location of the mobile terminal 100.
[0100] Next, considering the database 330 stored with
any wireless AP information in more detail, various infor-
mation of any wireless APs disposed at different locations
may be stored in the database 330.
[0101] The information of any wireless APs stored in
the database 330 may be information such as a MAC
address, an SSID, an RSSI, channel information, privacy,
network type, latitude and longitude coordinate, a build-
ing at which the wireless AP is located, a floor number,
detailed indoor location information (GPS coordinate
available), an AP owner’s address, a phone number, and
the like.
[0102] In this manner, wireless AP information and lo-
cation information corresponding to the any wireless AP
may be stored together in the database 330, and thus
the Wi-Fi location determination server 310 may retrieve
wireless AP information corresponding to the information
of the wireless AP 320 connected to the mobile terminal
100 from the database 330 to extract the location infor-
mation matched to the searched wireless AP, thereby
extracting the location information of the mobile terminal
100.
[0103] Furthermore, the extracted location information
of the mobile terminal 100 may be transmitted to the mo-
bile terminal 100 through the Wi-Fi location determination
server 310, thereby acquiring the location information of
the mobile terminal 100.
[0104] Next, FIG. 3A is a front perspective view illus-
trating another embodiment of the mobile terminal 100
according to the present invention.
[0105] The mobile terminal 100 disclosed herein is pro-
vided with a bar-type terminal body. However, the
present invention is not limited to this, but is also appli-
cable to various structures such as a watch type, a clip
type, a glasses type or a folder type, a flip type, a swing
type, a swivel type, or the like, in which two and more
bodies are combined with each other in a relatively mov-
able manner.
[0106] The terminal body includes a case (casing,
housing, cover, etc.) forming the appearance of the ter-
minal. In this embodiment, the case may be divided into
a front case 101 and a rear case 102. Various electronic

components are incorporated into a space formed be-
tween the front case 101 and the rear case 102. At least
one middle case may be additionally disposed between
the front case 101 and the rear case 102, and a battery
cover 103 for covering the battery 191 may be detachably
configured at the rear case 102. The cases may be
formed by injection-molding a synthetic resin or may be
also formed of a metal, for example, stainless steel (STS),
titanium (Ti), or the like.
[0107] A display unit 151, a first audio output module
153a, a first camera 121a, a first manipulating unit 131
and the like may be disposed on a front surface of the
terminal body, and a microphone 122, an interface unit
170, a second manipulating unit 132 and the like may be
provided on a lateral surface thereof.
[0108] The display unit 151 may be configured to dis-
play (output) information being processed in the mobile
terminal 100. The display unit 151 may include at least
one of a liquid crystal display (LCD), a thin film transistor-
liquid crystal display (TFT-LCD), an organic light emitting
diode (OLED) display, a flexible display, a 3-dimensional
(3D) display, and an e-ink display.
[0109] The display unit 151 may include a touch sens-
ing mechanism to receive a control command by a touch
method. When a touch is made to any one place on the
display unit 151, the touch sensing means may be con-
figured to sense this touch and enter the content corre-
sponding to the touched place. The content may be en-
tered by a touch method and may be a text or numerical
value, or a menu item capable of indication or designation
in various modes.
[0110] The touch sensing mechanism may be formed
with transparency to allow visual information displayed
on the display unit 151 to be seen, and includes a struc-
ture for enhancing the visibility of a touch screen at bright
places. Referring to FIG. 3A, the display unit 151 occu-
pies a most portion of the front surface of the front case
101.
[0111] The first audio output module 153a and the first
camera 121a are disposed in a region adjacent to one
of both ends of the display unit 151, and the first manip-
ulation input unit 131 and the microphone 122 are dis-
posed in a region adjacent to the other end thereof. The
second manipulation unit 132 (refer to FIG. 3B), the in-
terface 170, and the like, may be disposed on a lateral
surface of the terminal body.
[0112] The first audio output module 153a may be im-
plemented in the form of a receiver for transferring voice
sounds to the user’s ear or a loud speaker for outputting
various alarm sounds or multimedia reproduction
sounds. It may be configured such that the sounds gen-
erated from the first audio output module 153a are re-
leased along an assembly gap between the structural
bodies. In this case, a hole independently formed to out-
put audio sounds may not be seen or hidden in terms of
appearance, thereby further simplifying the appearance
of the mobile terminal 100. However, the present inven-
tion is not be limited to this, but a hole for releasing the
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sounds may be formed on the window.
[0113] The first camera 121a processes video frames
such as still or moving images obtained by the image
sensor in a video call mode or capture mode. The proc-
essed video frames may be displayed on the display unit
151.
[0114] In addition, the user input unit 130 is manipu-
lated to receive a command for controlling the operation
of the mobile terminal 100. The user input unit 130 may
include a first and a second manipulation unit 131, 132.
The first and the second manipulation unit 131, 132 may
be commonly referred to as a manipulating portion, and
any method may be employed if it is a tactile manner
allowing the user to perform manipulation with a tactile
feeling such as a touch, a push, a scroll, or the like.
[0115] In the present drawing, the first manipulation
unit 131 may be a touch key, but the present disclosure
is not necessarily limited to this. For example, the first
manipulation unit 131 may be configured with a mechan-
ical key, or a combination of a touch key and a mechanical
key.
[0116] The content received by the first and/or second
manipulation units 131, 132 may be set in various ways.
For example, the first manipulation unit 131 may be used
to receive a command such as a menu command, a home
key command, a cancel command, a search command,
or the like, and the second manipulation unit 132 may
receive a command, such as controlling a volume level
being output from the first audio output module 153a, or
switching into a touch recognition mode of the display
unit 151.
[0117] The microphone 122 may be formed to receive
the user’s voice, other sounds, or the like. The micro-
phone 122 may be provided at a plurality of places, and
configured to receive stereo sounds.
[0118] The interface unit 170 serves as a path allowing
the mobile terminal 100 to exchange data with external
devices. For example, the interface unit 170 may be at
least one of a connection terminal for connecting to an
earphone in a wired or wireless manner, a port for near
field communication (for example, an Infrared Data As-
sociation (IrDA) port, a Bluetooth port, a wireless LAN
port, and the like), and a power supply terminal for sup-
plying power to the mobile terminal 100. The interface
unit 170 may be implemented in the form of a socket for
accommodating an external card such as Subscriber
Identification Module (SIM) or a User Identity Module
(UIM), and a memory card for information storage.
[0119] Next, FIG. 3B is a rear perspective view illus-
trating mobile terminal 100 illustrated in FIG. 3A. Refer-
ring to FIG. 3B, a second camera 121b may be addition-
ally mounted at a rear surface of the terminal body, name-
ly, the rear case 102. The second camera 121b has an
image capturing direction, which is substantially opposite
to the direction of the first camera unit 121a (refer to FIG.
3A), and may have a different number of pixels from that
of the first camera unit 121a.
[0120] For example, it is preferable that the first camera

121a has a relatively small number of pixels enough to
not cause difficulty when the user captures his or her own
face and sends it to the other party during a video call or
the like, and the second camera 121b has a relatively
large number of pixels since the user often captures a
general object that is not sent immediately. The first and
the second camera 121a, 121b may be provided in the
terminal body in a rotatable and pop-up manner.
[0121] A flash 123 and a mirror 124 may be additionally
disposed adjacent to the second camera 121b. The flash
123 illuminates light toward an object when capturing the
object with the second camera 121b. The mirror 124 al-
lows the user to look at his or her own face, or the like,
in a reflected way when capturing himself or herself (in
a self-portrait mode) by using the second camera 121b.
[0122] A second audio output module 153b may be
additionally disposed at a rear surface of the terminal
body. The second audio output module 153b together
with the first audio output module 153a (refer to FIG. 3A)
can implement a stereo function, and may be also used
to implement a speaker phone mode during a phone call.
[0123] An antenna for receiving broadcast signals may
be additionally disposed at a lateral surface of the termi-
nal body in addition to an antenna for making a phone
call or the like. The antenna constituting part of the broad-
cast receiving module 111 (refer to FIG. 1) may be pro-
vided in the terminal body in a retractable manner.
[0124] A power supply unit 190 (refer to FIG. 1) for
supplying power to the mobile terminal 100 may be
mounted on the terminal body. The power supply unit
190 may be incorporated into the terminal body, or may
include a battery 191 configured in a detachable manner
on the outside of the terminal body. The drawing illus-
trates the battery cover 103 combined with the rear case
102 to cover the battery 191, thereby restricting the bat-
tery 191 from being released and protecting the battery
191 from external shocks and foreign substances.
[0125] Meanwhile, in order to prevent a user’s uninten-
tional touch input, a lock mode in which a user input is
limited may be executed in a mobile terminal. Also, a pre-
set lock screen may be displayed in the lock mode of the
mobile terminal. The mobile terminal may release the
lock mode on the basis of a touch input applied to the
lock screen, and display a home screen. However, in
mobile terminals in related art, only a pre-set single home
screen is displayed. Also, in the mobile terminals in re-
lated art, a home screen optimized for a user situation
among a plurality of pre-set home screens is not dis-
played.
[0126] Accordingly, the mobile terminal 100 for en-
hancing user convenience by releasing a lock mode and
displaying a home screen, and a control method thereof,
are described below with reference to the accompanying
drawings.
[0127] Next, FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating a control
method of the mobile terminal 100 according to another
embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG.
4, a lock screen including a plurality of regions is dis-
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played in a lock mode (S110). In detail, when the mobile
terminal 100 is in a sleep mode, the user input unit 130
may receive a control command for releasing the sleep
mode. Here, the sleep mode may refer to a mode in which
screen information is not displayed on the display unit
151 and a touch input applied to the display unit 151 is
not sensed.
[0128] When the control command for releasing the
sleep mode is received through the user input unit 130,
the controller 180 may display a lock screen on the dis-
play unit 151.
[0129] In general, the lock mode of the mobile terminal
100 refers to an operation mode in which a user input
such as a touch input applied to the display unit 151 is
limited. Such a lock mode may be released on the basis
of a limited user input.
[0130] In the lock mode, a lock screen may be dis-
played on the display unit 151. Here, the lock screen may
refer to a screen in which displaying of a particular screen
(e.g., an idle screen, a home screen, or the like) or a
particular image is prevented or limited. The lock screen
may include a window for receiving a password or a win-
dow for receiving a particular pattern, for example.
[0131] Thereafter, a touch input applied to any one of
the plurality of regions of the lock screen to release the
lock mode is sensed (S120).
[0132] The lock screen may include a plurality of re-
gions. When the touch input is applied to the lock screen,
the memory 160 may store the touch input, and the sens-
ing unit 140 (refer to FIG. 1) may sense a region to which
the touch input has been applied, among the plurality of
regions.
[0133] Thereafter, information regarding a home
screen corresponding to the touched region is detected,
and a home screen on the basis of the detected informa-
tion regarding a home screen is displayed on the display
unit 151 (S130).
[0134] The memory 160 (refer to FIG. 1) may store
information regarding home screens corresponding to
the plurality of regions of the lock screen, respectively.
Here, the information regarding a home screen, i.e., in-
formation regarding a template of a home screen, may
include at least one of information regarding a back-
ground image of a home screen, information regarding
a type of an object included in a home screen, and infor-
mation regarding a disposition of an object included in a
home screen.
[0135] Information regarding a home screen informa-
tion may be set by a user or by the controller 180. For
example, the controller 180 may set information regard-
ing a home screen on the basis of usage pattern infor-
mation of the user, and the like.
[0136] The controller 180 may detect information re-
garding a home screen corresponding to the touch input
stored in the memory 160. The controller 180 may release
the lock mode and display a home screen on the basis
of the information regarding a home screen on the display
unit 151.

[0137] Meanwhile, although not shown, the controller
180 may display information regarding the touched re-
gion in the lock screen on the display unit 151 for a pre-
set period of time, before displaying the home screen on
the display unit 151. Here, the information regarding the
touched region may include detailed information related
to the information which has been displayed in the
touched region in the lock screen. Thereafter, when a
pre-set period of time has passed, the controller 180 may
make the detailed information disappear from the display
unit 151, and display the home screen on the basis of
the detected information regarding a home screen on the
display unit 151.
[0138] Also, although not shown, before displaying the
home screen on the display unit 151, the controller 180
may display a background image displayed in the
touched region of the lock screen in the entire region of
the display unit 151 for a pre-set period of time. There-
after, when the pre-set period of time has passed, the
controller 180 may display the home screen on the basis
of the detected information regarding a home screen on
the display unit 151.
[0139] As described above, according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention, different home screens
may be displayed according to a point to which a touch
input is applied in the lock screen. Namely, the user may
determine a home screen to be displayed on the display
unit 151 on the basis of a touch input applied to the lock
screen. Thus, the user may select any one of a plurality
of home screens according to various situations. As a
result, user convenience can be enhanced.
[0140] Next, FIGS. 5 through 7 are conceptual views
illustrating other embodiments of the present invention
including home screens 252 and 353 displayed on the
basis of a touch input applied to a lock screen 251. Re-
ferring to (a) of FIG. 5 and (a) of FIG. 6, when the mobile
terminal 100 is in a sleep mode and a control command
for releasing the sleep mode is received through the user
input unit 130, the controller 180 may release the sleep
mode. As the sleep mode is released, the controller 180
may display the lock screen 251 on the display unit 151.
As illustrated in (a) of FIG. 5 and (a) of FIG. 6, the lock
screen 251 may include a plurality of regions, including
first and second regions 251a and 251b.
[0141] In the lock screen 251, a size of each of the first
and second regions 251a and 251b may be adjusted by
the user’s touch input. For example, sizes of the first and
second regions 251a and 251b may be adjusted on the
basis of a drag input with respect to a bar dividing the
first and second regions 251a and 251b.
[0142] Although not shown, a window for receiving a
password or a window for receiving a particular pattern
may be displayed in each of the first and second regions
251a and 251b of the lock screen 251. Here, the pass-
word and the particular pattern to be received in the first
and second regions 251a and 251b to release the lock
mode may be set to be different. Also, to release the lock
mode, the first and second regions 251a and 251b may
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be configured so that only one of the first and second
regions 251a and 251b receives the password and the
particular pattern.
[0143] Information may be displayed in the first and
second regions 251a and 251b of the lock screen 251.
Displayed information may be information set by the user
or may be information set by the controller 180. For ex-
ample, as illustrated, information regarding a current time
may be displayed in the first region 251a of the lock
screen 251, and information regarding a generated event
may be displayed in the second region 251b.
[0144] Here, when a touch input applied to the first re-
gion 251a to release the lock mode is sensed, as illus-
trated in (b) of FIG. 5, the controller 180, providing an
effect of shadowing the screen, may display an image
related to a background image which has been displayed
in the first region 251a for a pre-set period of time on the
display unit 151. Here, the controller 180 may provide an
effect of increasing the size of the first region 251a. Mean-
while, this process may be omitted.
[0145] Thereafter, as illustrated in (c) of FIG. 5, the
controller 180 may display a home screen (hereinafter a
first home screen) 252 corresponding to the first region
251a on the display unit 151. Here, a background image
of the first home screen 252 may be an image related to
the background image which has been displayed in the
first region 251a of the lock screen 251.
[0146] Meanwhile, although not shown, the mobile ter-
minal 100 may enter a sleep mode on the basis of an
input applied to the user input unit 130. In a state in which
the first home screen 252 is displayed, when an input for
entering the sleep mode is applied to the user input unit
130, the controller 180 may provide a pre-set effect (e.g.,
shimmering) to the first home screen 252 and enter the
sleep mode. After entering the sleep mode, the controller
180 may display pre-set graphic data (e.g., an object in-
dicating information regarding a current time) on the dis-
play unit 151.
[0147] Meanwhile, in a case in which a touch input ap-
plied to the second region 251b of the lock screen 251
to release the lock mode is sensed, as illustrated in (b)
of FIG. 6, the controller 180 may display the image related
to the background image which has been displayed in
the second region 251 for a pre-set period of time on the
display unit 151.
[0148] Thereafter, as illustrated in (c) of FIG. 6, the
controller 180 may display a home screen (hereinafter a
second home screen) 253 corresponding to the second
region 251b on the display unit 151. Here, a background
image of the second home screen 253 may be an image
related to the background image which has been dis-
played in the second region 251b of the lock screen 251.
[0149] Meanwhile, as illustrated, the home screen 252
illustrated in (c) of FIG. 5 and the second home screen
253 illustrated in (c) of FIG. 6 may have different types
of home screen template information, and thus, informa-
tion regarding a background image of the home screens,
information regarding a type of an object included in the

home screens, and information regarding a disposition
of an object included in the home screens may be differ-
ent.
[0150] Meanwhile, the first home screen 252 and the
second home screen 253 may have different background
image information and include the same object.
[0151] Also, a background image displayed on the lock
screen 251 may be changed on the basis of at least one
of current time information and current position informa-
tion. Similarly, a background image of the first home
screen 252 and the second home screen 253 may be
changed on the basis of at least one of the current time
information and current position information. For exam-
ple, as time and days pass, a shape of an object of moon
included in the background image may be changed.
[0152] Meanwhile, referring to (a) through (c) of FIG.
7, when a touch input applied to any one (e.g., the first
region 251a) of the first and second regions 251a and
251b of the lock screen 251 is sensed, the controller 180
may display information related to the first region 251a
on the display unit 151 for a pre-set period of time.
[0153] For example, the controller 180 may display
weather information 254 as information related to the first
region 251a on the display unit 151 for a pre-set period
of time.
[0154] Thereafter, when a pre-set period of time has
passed, the controller 180 may release the lock mode,
making the weather information 254 disappear from the
display unit 151, and display the first home screen 252
on the display unit 151.
[0155] Next, FIG. 8 is a conceptual view illustrating an-
other embodiment of the present invention in which a
setting of a body of the mobile terminal 100 is changed
on the basis of a touch input applied to the lock screen.
[0156] Referring to (a) of FIG. 8, the lock screen 51
may include the first and second regions 251a and 251b.
According to a touch input applied to any one of the first
and second regions 251a and 251b to release a lock
mode, the controller 180 may execute a corresponding
mode (or a different mode). For example, as illustrated
in (a) of FIG. 8, an object 255a indicating that the first
region 251a of the lock screen 251 is a region related to
a ’home mode’ may be displayed in the first region 251a.
Also, an object 255b indicating that the second region
251b is a region related to an ’office mode’ may be dis-
played in the second region 251b.
[0157] Here, when a touch input applied to any one
(e.g., the first region 251a) of the first and second regions
251a and 251b is sensed, as illustrated in (b) of FIG. 8,
the controller 180 may display an image related to a back-
ground image which has been displayed in the first region
251a on the display unit 151 for a pre-set period of time.
In this case, the controller 180 may provide an effect of
increasing a size of the first region 251a. Also, the con-
troller 180 may display a pop-up window 256 indicating
execution of the home mode on the display unit 151 for
a pre-set period of time.
[0158] Thereafter, when a pre-set period of time has
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passed, as illustrated in (c) of FIG. 8, the controller 180
may execute the home mode. In detail, the controller 180
may display the home screen 252 corresponding to the
home mode on the display unit 151. Also, the controller
180 may change a setting of the body. For example, the
controller 180 may change a vibration mode to a bell
sound mode. Accordingly, an object 256a indicating the
vibration mode displayed in a status bar of the display
unit 151 may be changed into an object 256b indicating
the bell sound mode.
[0159] Next, FIGS. 9 and 10 are conceptual views il-
lustrating other embodiments of the present invention in
which a touch pattern input to release a lock mode is set
differently in each of a plurality of regions of the lock
screen 251.
[0160] Referring to (a) of FIG. 9 and (a) of FIG. 10,
according to a touch input applied to any of the first and
second regions 251a and 251b of the lock screen 251,
the controller 180 may execute a corresponding mode
(or a different mode). For example, as illustrated in (a)
of FIG. 9 and (a) of FIG. 10, an object 255a indicating
that the first region 251a is a region related to a ’private
mode’ may be displayed in the first region 251a. Also, an
object 255b indicating that the second region 251b is a
region related to a ’guest mode’ may be displayed in the
second region 251b.
[0161] Here, when a touch input applied to any one
(e.g., the first region 251a) of the first and second regions
251a and 251b is sensed, as illustrated in (b) of FIG. 9,
the controller 180 may display a window 256 for receiving
a particular pattern to release the lock mode. Here, an
image related to a background image which has been
displayed in the first region 251a may be used as a back-
ground image of the window 256. Meanwhile, although
not shown, the controller 180 may display a window for
receiving a password.
[0162] Thereafter, when a pre-set particular pattern is
input, as illustrated in (c) of FIG. 9, the controller 180 may
release the lock mode and display the home screen 252
corresponding to the privacy mode on the display unit
151. Although not shown, the controller 180 may detect
information regarding a setting of the body corresponding
to the privacy mode and change the setting of the body
on the basis of the detected setting information.
[0163] Meanwhile, when a touch input applied to the
other (e.g., the second region 251b) of the first and sec-
ond regions 251a and 251b is sensed, as illustrated in
(b) of FIG. 10, the controller 180 may immediately release
the lock mode and display the home screen 253 corre-
sponding to the guest mode on the display unit 151.
[0164] Although not shown, the controller may detect
information regarding a setting of the body corresponding
to the guest mode and change the setting of the body on
the basis of the detected setting information. For exam-
ple, while executing the guest mode, the controller 180
may interrupt an access to a text message application or
an e-mail application.
[0165] Next, FIG. 11 is a conceptual view illustrating

another embodiment of the present invention in which a
lock screen is displayed after a sleep mode is released.
Referring to (a) of FIG. 11, when the mobile terminal 100
is in a sleep mode, the user input unit 130 may receive
a control command for releasing the sleep mode. Here,
the sleep mode refers to a mode in which screen infor-
mation is not displayed on the display unit 151 and a
touch input applied to the display unit 151 is not sensed.
[0166] When the control command for releasing the
sleep mode is received through the user input unit 130,
the controller 180 may display the lock screen 251 on
the display unit 151.
[0167] Meanwhile, the controller 180 may detect infor-
mation regarding a home screen which has been dis-
played before the entry of the sleep. In displaying the
lock screen 251 on the display unit 151, the controller
180 may display a region corresponding to the detected
information regarding a home screen, among the first
and second regions 251a and 251b, in a highlighted man-
ner.
[0168] In detail, in a case in which when the first home
screen 252 corresponding to the first region 251a of the
lock screen 251 has been displayed before the sleep
mode is entered, as illustrated in (b) of FIG. 11, the con-
troller 180 may release the sleep mode and display a
magnified lock screen 251.
[0169] Meanwhile, as illustrated in (c) of FIG. 11, the
controller 180 may release the sleep mode and display
the first region 251a such that it is differentiated from the
second region 251b. For example, the controller 180 may
display the first region 251a such that at least one of a
color, a shape, brightness, and transparency of the first
region 251a is different from the second region 251b.
[0170] Next, FIGS. 12 and 13 are conceptual views
illustrating other embodiments of the present invention
in which the body is controlled differently on the basis of
a touch input with respect to notification information re-
garding a generated event. Referring to (a) of FIG. 12
and (a) of FIG. 13, information may be displayed in the
first and second regions 251a and 251b of the lock screen
251. The displayed information may be information set
by the user or may be information set by the controller
180.
[0171] When an event occurs, the controller 180 may
determines in which region of the lock screen 251 notifi-
cation information regarding the generated event is to be
displayed, on the basis of information regarding an at-
tribute of the generated event. For example, as illustrated
in (a) of FIG. 12 and (a) of FIG. 13, the controller 180
may display notification information regarding an absent
call and notification information regarding an arrival of a
new message in the second region 251b of the lock
screen 251.
[0172] Meanwhile, a disposition of the notification in-
formation regarding an event may be changed on the
lock screen 251. For example, on the basis of a user’s
touch input, notification information regarding an event
may be moved from the second region 251b to the first
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region 251a so as to be displayed.
[0173] Also, on the basis of an amount of notification
information regarding an event displayed in the first and
second regions 251a and 251b of the lock screen 251,
the controller 180 may change a size of the first and sec-
ond regions 251a and 251b.
[0174] Meanwhile, when a touch input applied to the
notification information regarding an event is sensed, the
controller 180 may detect information regarding an at-
tribute of the touch input. On the basis of the detected
attribute information, the controller 180 may display de-
tailed information regarding the event on the display unit
151 or execute a module related to the event.
[0175] In detail, when a first touch input (e.g., a drag
input from the second region 251b to the first region 251a)
applied to absent call notification information 257 is
sensed, as illustrated in (b) of FIG. 12, the controller 180
may display detailed information 258 regarding the ab-
sent call on the display unit 151.
[0176] Here, the controller 180 may immediately re-
lease the lock mode or may release the lock mode after
a touch input is applied to the detailed information 258
regarding the absent call.
[0177] Meanwhile, when a second touch input (e.g., a
drag input from the left to the right in the second region
251b) applied to the absent call notification information
257 is sensed, as illustrated in (b) of FIG. 13, the controller
180 may control a module of the body to transmit a call
signal to a counterpart mobile terminal from which the
absent call was received (i.e., a counterpart mobile ter-
minal of the absent call). Accordingly, a call signal trans-
mission screen 259 may be displayed on the display unit
151.
[0178] At this time, the controller 180 may immediately
release the lock mode. Meanwhile, although not shown,
before the call signal transmission screen 259 is dis-
played on the display unit 151, a window for receiving a
particular pattern for releasing the lock mode may be
displayed. In this case, after the pre-set particular pattern
is input, the controller 180 may release the lock mode.
[0179] Meanwhile, an embodiment in which the con-
troller 180 selectively displays the detailed information
258 related to an absent call (refer to FIG. 12) or the call
signal transmission screen 259 (refer to FIG. 13) on the
display unit 151 on the basis of a direction of a touch
input applied to the display unit 151 is illustrated in (b) of
FIG. 13, but the present invention is not limited thereto.
For example, the controller 180 may selectively display
the detailed information 258 related to an absent call (re-
fer to FIG. 12) or the call signal transmission screen 259
(refer to FIG. 13) on the display unit 151 on the basis of
a tilt of the body.
[0180] FIG. 14 is a conceptual view illustrating an em-
bodiment of the present invention in which a size of a
region in which schedule information is displayed is
changed on the lock screen 251 on the basis of informa-
tion regarding a current time. Referring to (a) of FIG. 14,
information may be displayed in the first and second re-

gions 251a and 251b of the lock screen 251. The dis-
played information may be information set by the user or
information set by the controller 180. For example, infor-
mation 261 and 262 regarding a schedule of the user
may be displayed in the second region 251b of the lock
screen 251.
[0181] When a pre-set touch input (e.g., a drag input
from the first region 251a to the second region 251b)
applied to the lock screen 251 is sensed, the controller
180 may display a window for receiving schedule infor-
mation. The schedule information may be input on the
basis of a user’s touch pattern or may be input through
a virtual keypad. The input schedule information may be
displayed in the second region 251b of the lock screen
251.
[0182] The controller 180 may change a size of the
region in which the schedule information 261 and 262
are displayed, on the basis of time information included
in the schedule information 261 and 262 and current time
information.
[0183] In detail, referring to (b) and (c) of FIG. 14, a
position of the bar 260 dividing the first and second re-
gions 251a and 251b may be changed until when a time
(e.g., 4 o’clock) included in the first schedule information
261 arrives. Accordingly, a size of the second region 251b
in which the first schedule information 261 is displayed
may be increased. As illustrated, the controller 180 may
provide, via the changing of the position of the bar 260,
an effect that water rises, to the user.
[0184] Meanwhile, as illustrated in (c) of FIG. 14, when
the current time is identical to the time included in the
first schedule information 261, the controller 180 may
display a pre-set object (e.g., a cancel line) in the first
schedule information 261.
[0185] Thereafter, referring to (d) of FIG. 14, the con-
troller 180 may delete the first schedule information 261.
And then, the controller 180 may restore the sizes of the
first and second regions 251a and 251b.
[0186] Thereafter, although not shown, the controller
180 may change a position of the bar 261 dividing the
first and second regions 251a and 251b until when a time
(e.g., 5 o’clock) included in the second schedule infor-
mation 262 arrives.
[0187] Meanwhile, although not shown, when at least
one of the first schedule information 261 and the second
schedule information 262 displayed in the second region
251b is dragged toward the first region 251a, the control-
ler 180 may display a widget of a calendar application in
the first region 251a and reflect touched schedule infor-
mation in the calendar application.
[0188] Next, FIGS. 15 through 17 are conceptual views
illustrating embodiments of the present invention in which
a proportion of each of a plurality of regions of the lock
screen 251 is changed on the basis of a tilt of the body.
Referring to (a) of FIG. 15 and (a) of FIG. 16, the controller
180 may display the lock screen 251 including the first
and second regions 251a and 251b on the display unit
151.
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[0189] The sensing unit 140 may sense a tilt of the
body. In detail, the sensing unit 140 may include an op-
eration recognition sensor. The operation recognition
sensor may include at least one of a terrestrial magnetism
sensor, a gyro sensor, and an acceleration sensor.
[0190] The terrestrial magnetism sensor is a sensor
that detects a direction and size of a terrestrial magnetism
and generates an electrical signal by using the detected
direction and size of terrestrial magnetism. The gyro sen-
sor is a sensor that detects a rotation speed of the body
and generates an electrical signal by using the detected
rotation speed of the body. The acceleration sensor is a
sensor that measures a direction of an acceleration of
gravity, detects a change in acceleration in any one di-
rection, and generates an electrical signal by using the
detected change in acceleration.
[0191] Thus, the sensing unit 140 may sense a tilt of
the body. Namely, the sensing unit140 may detect a dis-
placement according to a tilt of the body, i.e., a direction
of a tilt and an angle of a tilt, and generate an electrical
signal by using the same.
[0192] On the basis of the electrical signal generated
by the sensing unit 140, the controller 180 may change
a proportion of each of the first and second regions 251a
and 251b in the lock screen 251.
[0193] Referring to (b) of FIG. 15, the body in a stand-
up state is sloped at a pre-set angle (e.g., at a first angle)
in a first direction (e.g., an in an upward direction), and
the controller 180 may increase the size of the first region
251a in the lock screen 251.
[0194] Meanwhile, as the proportions of the first and
second regions 251a and 251b are changed, the control-
ler 10 may change an amount of information displayed
in each of the first and second regions 251a and 251b.
As illustrated, as the size of the first region 251a is in-
creased, weather information may be additionally dis-
played in the first region 251a. Also, as the size of the
second region 251b is reduced, absent call notification
information and new message arrival notification infor-
mation are merged to be displayed as single event infor-
mation in the second region 251b.
[0195] Although the example in which the absent call
notification information and the new message arrival no-
tification information are merged to be displayed as single
event information in the second region 251b is illustrated,
the present invention is not limited thereto and at least a
portion of the event notification information which has
been displayed in the second region 251b may disap-
pear. The controller 180 may provide, via the changing
of the position of the bar 260 and lowering of at least a
portion the event information, such an effect that at least
the portion of the event notification information sinks. Al-
so, the controller 180 may provide such an effect that at
least a portion of the event notification information sim-
mers while sinking.
[0196] In addition, referring to (c) of FIG. 15, when the
body in a stand-up state is sloped at a second angle
greater than the first angle in the first direction (e.g., in

the upward direction), the controller 180 may display only
the first region 251a in the lock screen 251. Namely, the
second region 251b may disappear from the display unit
151.
[0197] Thus, a larger amount of information may be
displayed in the first region 251a. For example, besides
weather information, regional information may be addi-
tionally displayed in the first region 251a. Meanwhile, as
illustrated, as an image of the sky is displayed in the first
region 251a, the controller 180 may display an image
(e.g., an image of constellation, an image of weather,
and the like) related to an augmented reality (AR) in the
first region 251a.
[0198] Meanwhile, although the second region 251b
disappears, the bar 260 which divides the first and sec-
ond regions 251a and 251b may be continuously dis-
played on the display unit 151. Meanwhile, if the second
region 251b disappears from the display and a pre-set
touch input applied to the bar 260 is sensed, the controller
180 may display the second region 251b again on the
display unit 151.
[0199] Meanwhile, referring to (b) of FIG. 16, when the
body in a stand-up state is sloped at a pre-set angle (e.g.,
the first angle) in the second direction (e.g., in the down-
ward direction), the controller 180 may increase the size
of the second region 251b in the lock screen 251.
[0200] As illustrated, as the size of the first region 251a
is reduced, the weather information which has been dis-
played in the first region 251a may disappear. Also, as
the size of the second region 251b is increased, informa-
tion regarding a counterpart related to each of the absent
call notification information and new message arrival no-
tification information may be displayed in the second re-
gion 251b.
[0201] Thereafter, referring to (c) of FIG. 16, when the
body in a stand-up state is sloped at the second angle
greater than the first angle in the first direction (e.g., in
the downward direction), the controller 180 may display
only the second region 251b in the lock screen 251.
Namely, the first region 251a may disappear from the
display unit 151.
[0202] Accordingly, a larger amount of information may
be displayed in the second region 251b. For example,
time information related to each of the absent call notifi-
cation information and new message arrival notification
information may be displayed in the second region 251b.
Also, a button corresponding to a function of transmitting
a call signal to a counterpart who has called but missed
(i.e., an absent call) and a button corresponding to a func-
tion of replying to a counterpart who has sent a message
may be additionally displayed.
[0203] Referring to (a) of FIG. 17, when the body is
sloped at a pre-set angle, the controller 180 may display
only one (e.g., the first region 251a) of the first and second
regions 251a and 251b in the lock screen 251 on the
display unit 151.
[0204] Here, when a touch input applied to the first re-
gion 251a to release the lock mode is sensed, as illus-
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trated in (b) of FIG. 17, the controller 180 may detect
information regarding the first home screen correspond-
ing to the first region 251a and display the first home
screen 252 on the basis of the detected information re-
garding the first home screen on the display unit 151.
[0205] Next, FIG. 18 is a conceptual view illustrating
an embodiment of the present invention in which a time
function is set by using a bar dividing a plurality of regions
on the lock screen. Referring to (a) of FIG. 18, the con-
troller 180 may display the lock screen 251 including the
first and second regions 251a and 251b on the display
unit 151. The controller 180 may display current time in-
formation in the first region 251a.
[0206] Here, when a touch input applied to the bar 260
dividing the first and second regions 251a and 251b is
sensed, the controller 180 may make the current time
information disappear from the first region 251a and dis-
play reset time information (e.g., 00:00) for executing a
timer function.
[0207] In this case, when a drag input applied to the
bar 260 is sensed, as illustrated in (b) of FIG. 18, the
controller 180 may detect a length of the drag input. On
the basis of the detected length of the drag input, the
controller 180 may set a time in a timer and display the
information regarding the time (e.g., 10:00 (sec)) set in
the timer in the first region 251a. Also, on the basis of
the drag input, the controller 180 may change a position
of the bar 260. Accordingly, a size of the second region
251b may be increased. As illustrated in FIG. 18, the
controller 180 may provide, via the changing of the po-
sition of the bar 260, such an effect that water rises, to
the user.
[0208] Thereafter, referring to (c) of FIG. 18, the con-
troller 180 may change the position of the bar 260 until
when the time of the timer reaches 0 seconds. Accord-
ingly, as illustrated in (d) of FIG. 18, when the time of the
timer reaches 0 seconds, the position of the bar 260 may
be restored. Accordingly, the sizes of the first and second
regions 261a and 251b may also be restored. As illus-
trated, the controller 180 may provide, via the changing
of the position of the bar 260, such an effect that water
is decreased, to the user.
[0209] Next, FIG. 19 is a conceptual view illustrating
an embodiment of the present information in which an
object displayed on the lock screen is changed on the
basis of information regarding a current time. Referring
to (a) of FIG. 19, the controller may display the lock screen
251 including the first and second regions 251a and 251b
on the display unit 151. An object indicating information
regarding a current time may be displayed in the first
region 251a of the lock screen 251.
[0210] When the current time is changed from 12:46
to 12:47, referring to (b) and (c) of FIG. 19, the controller
180 may provide such an effect that the object indicating
’6’ falls toward the second direction 251b. Also, the con-
troller 180 may provide such an effect that the object
indicating ’7’ makes an appearance.
[0211] Meanwhile, although not shown, the wireless

communication unit 110 (refer to FIG. 1) may collect in-
formation regarding a current time and information re-
garding a location of the body. On the basis of the location
information and time information, the controller 180 may
change information displayed in each of the first and sec-
ond regions 251a and 251b of the lock screen 251. For
example, the controller 180 may change at least one of
background image information and object information.
[0212] Also, when an object among a plurality of ob-
jects respectively indicating current time information dis-
played on the lock screen 251 is selected, the controller
180 may display detailed information (e.g., schedule in-
formation) related to time information, and corresponding
to the selected object, on the lock screen 251. Here, the
controller 180 may merge the first and second regions
251a and 251b of the lock screen 251. The controller 180
may display the detailed information in the lock screen
251 in which the first and second regions 251a and 251b
are merged, or may display the detailed information in
the region in which the selected object has been dis-
played on the lock screen 251.
[0213] Also, the controller 180 may display at least one
widget in the lock screen 251. When any one of at least
one widget is selected, the controller 180 may display
detailed information related to the widget on the lock
screen 251.
[0214] Next, FIG. 20 is a conceptual view illustrating
an embodiment of the present invention in which bright-
ness of at least a partial region of the lock screen 251 is
adjusted on the basis of a touch input applied to the lock
screen. Referring to (a) of FIG. 20, the controller 180 may
display the lock screen 251 including the first and second
regions 251a and 251b on the display unit 151. Here,
when a pre-set touch input (e.g., a multi-touch input) ap-
plied to the lock screen 251 is sensed, as illustrated in
(b) of FIG. 20, the controller 180 may generate a new
region 263 on the basis of the sensed multi-touch input.
[0215] The controller 180 may adjust brightness such
that the generated region 263 and the other regions are
discriminated from each other. For example, as illustrat-
ed, the controller 180 may adjust brightness of the other
regions, excluding the generated region 263, such that
it is darker.
[0216] Meanwhile, when the generated region 263 is
dragged in a particular direction (e.g., in an upward di-
rection), referring to (c) of FIG. 20, the controller 180 may
change a position of the generated region 263. Accord-
ingly, the controller 180 may adjust brightness of the other
regions, excluding the region 263 which has been
changed in position, such that it is darker.
[0217] Meanwhile, when a pre-set touch input (e.g., a
pinch-in touch input) applied to the lock screen 251 is
sensed, the controller 180 may change a setting of the
body into a silent mode and display the entire region of
the lock screen 251 darkly and gradationally.
[0218] In the embodiments of the present invention,
the foregoing method may be implemented as codes that
can be read by a processor in a program-recorded me-
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dium. The processor-readable medium may include a
ROM, a RAM, a CD-ROM, a magnetic tape, a floppy disk,
an optical data storage device, and the like. The proces-
sor-readable medium also includes implementations in
the form of carrier waves (e.g., transmission via the In-
ternet).
[0219] The mobile terminal according to the embodi-
ments of the present disclosure as described above is
not limited in its application of the configurations and
methods, but the entirety or a portion of the embodiments
can be selectively combined to be configured into various
modifications.
[0220] As the exemplary embodiments may be imple-
mented in several forms without departing from the char-
acteristics thereof, it should also be understood that the
above-described embodiments are not limited by any of
the details of the foregoing description, unless otherwise
specified, but rather should be construed broadly within
its scope as defined in the appended claims. Therefore,
various changes and modifications that fall within the
scope of the claims, or equivalents of such scope are
therefore intended to be embraced by the appended
claims.

Claims

1. A mobile terminal (100) comprising:

a terminal body;
a display unit (151) configured to display a lock
screen including a plurality of regions in a lock
mode in which an input of a control command
with respect to an application is limited; and
a controller (180) configured to, when a touch
input applied to a region among the plurality of
regions of the lock screen to release the lock
mode is sensed:

detect information regarding a home screen
corresponding to the touched region, and
display the home screen corresponding to
the touched region based on the detected
information regarding the home screen cor-
responding to the touched region on the dis-
play unit (151).

2. The mobile terminal (100) of claim 1, wherein when
a touch input applied to a region among the plurality
of regions of the lock screen is sensed, the controller
(180) displays information related to the touched re-
gion on the display unit for a pre-set period of time,
and
when the pre-set period of time has passed, the con-
troller (180) releases the lock mode and displays the
home screen based on the detected information re-
garding the home screen.

3. The mobile terminal (100) of claim 2, wherein the
information related to the touched region includes
detailed information related to the information dis-
played in the touched region in the lock screen.

4. The mobile terminal (100) of claim 1, wherein when
a touch input applied to a region among the plurality
of regions of the lock screen is sensed, the controller
(180) is further configured to:

detect information regarding a setting of the ter-
minal body corresponding to the touched region,
and
change the setting of the terminal body based
on the detected setting information.

5. The mobile terminal (100) of claim 4, wherein the
controller (180) sets at least one of a password and
a touch pattern to be received for releasing the lock
mode differently in each of the plurality of regions.

6. The mobile terminal (100) of claim 1, further com-
prising:

a user input unit (123) configured to receive a
control command for releasing a sleep mode,
wherein when the control command for releas-
ing the sleep mode is received through the user
input unit (123), the display unit (151) displays
the lock screen including the plurality of regions,
and
the controller (180) detects information regard-
ing a home screen displayed before entering the
sleep mode, and displays a region among the
plurality of regions and corresponding to the de-
tected information regarding the home screen
displayed before entering the sleep mode in a
highlighted manner.

7. The mobile terminal (100) of claim 1, wherein when
an event is generated, the display unit (151) displays
notification information regarding the generated
event on the lock screen, and
the controller (180) determines a region among the
plurality of regions of the lock screen in which the
notification information regarding the generated
event is to be displayed, based on information re-
garding an attribute of the generated event.

8. The mobile terminal (100) of claim 7, wherein when
a touch input applied to the notification information
regarding the generated event is sensed, the con-
troller (180) detects information regarding an at-
tribute of the sensed touch input, and
selectively executes at least one of a function select-
ed from displaying detailed information regarding the
generated even, and executing a module related to
the generated event based on the detected informa-
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tion regarding the attribute of the generated event.

9. The mobile terminal (100) of claim 7, wherein the
display unit (151) displays schedule information in a
region among the plurality of regions, and
the controller (180) changes a size of the region in
which the schedule information is displayed, based
on time information included in the schedule infor-
mation and current time information.

10. The mobile terminal (100) of claim 1, further com-
prising:

a sensing unit (140) configured to sense a tilt of
the terminal body,
wherein the controller (180) changes a propor-
tion of each of the plurality of regions in the lock
screen based on the sensed tilt of the terminal
body.

11. The mobile terminal (100) of claim 1, wherein the
display unit (151) displays at least one widget on the
lock screen, and
when the at least one widget displayed on the lock
screen is selected, the controller (180) displays de-
tailed information related to the selected widget on
the lock screen.

12. The mobile terminal (100) of claim 1, wherein the
display unit (151) displays a bar dividing the plurality
of regions in the lock screen, and
the controller (180) sets a timer function based on a
touch input applied to the bar.

13. The mobile terminal (100) of claim 1, wherein the
plurality of regions included in the lock screen and
displayed in the lock mode include upper and lower
regions and a bar dividing the upper region from the
lower region, and
wherein the bar dividing the upper region from the
lower region is moved up as a current time approach-
es to a scheduled time.

14. The mobile terminal (100) of claim 1, wherein, when
a touch input applied to an upper region or a lower
region is sensed, the controller (180) displays infor-
mation related to the touched upper or lower region
in the touched upper or lower region, respectively,
on the display unit (151), and
wherein, when the bar dividing the upper region from
the lower region is moved up as the current time
approaches to the scheduled time, the controller
(180) decreases or increases an amount of the in-
formation displayed on the touched upper or lower
region, respectively.

15. A method for controlling a mobile terminal (100), the
method comprising:

displaying a lock screen including a plurality of
regions in a lock mode in which an input of a
control command with respect to an application
is limited;
sensing a touch input applied to a region among
the plurality of regions of the lock screen to re-
lease the lock mode;
detecting information regarding a home screen
corresponding to the touched region; and
displaying the home screen corresponding to
the touched region based on the detected infor-
mation regarding the home screen correspond-
ing to the touched region on a display unit (151).
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